Post-conference Study Tour by Bus

Time and Date: 08:15 – 17:30 on December 3 (Saturday)
Tentative schedule is as follows;

(01) 08:15 Bus leaves Hotel Shiroyama
(02) 08:35 Pick up at Kagoshima-Chuo JR Station (West Exit)
    Participants who stay at SOLARIA Hotel and Hotel URBIC shall get on the bus here.
(03) 08:50 Pick up at Tenmonkan bus stop
    Participants who stay at Hotel REMM shall get on the bus here.
(04) 09:15 Get on the Sakurajima ferryboat by bus (15 min) (See picture.)
(05) 09:45 - 10:30 Visit the Sakurajima visitor center (See pictures.)
    We will see a movie showing the history of eruption of Sakurajima volcano (11 min), and
    enjoy foot-spa in hot spring water if you want.
(06) 11:30 - 12:15 Visit Sakamoto Kurozu, a black vinegar factory (See picture.)
    The black vinegar is called “Kurozu” in Japanese and very popular as health food
    manufactured in Kagoshima area.
(07) 12:15 - 13:00 Lunch at the Sakamoto Kurozu restaurant (See picture.)
(08) 14:00 - 15:00 Visit Shirakane-shuzo, a Japanese spirit brewery (See picture.)
    The brewery is manufacturing spirit called “Shochu” which is distilled beverage made from
    sweet potato, also famous in Kagoshima area.
(09) 15:30 - 16:30 Visit the Sengan-en which is a Japanese garden declared as
    the UNESCO World Heritage Site (See picture.)
(10) 17:00 Drop at Kagoshima-Chuo JR Station (West Exit)
    Participants who stay at SOLARIA Hotel and Hotel URBIC shall get off the bus here.
(11) 17:15 Drop at Tenmonkan bus stop
    Participants who stay at Hotel REMM shall get off the bus here.
(12) 17:30 Arrive at Hotel Shiroyama

For further information or special request for the “Post-conference Study Tour by Bus”, please
contact Dr. Kawano (nir-kawano@nifty.com) in Kagoshima University.
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(04) Sakurajima Ferryboat  (from city guide book)

(05) Sakurajima visitor center

(06) Sakamoto Kurozu

(07) Japanese food lunch

(08) Shirakane-shuzo

(09) Sengan-en (Japanese garden)  (from city guide book)